
School Bag 2022 
The coceptions of shool bags 2022 for children, rebag factory focus on :light 

weight, kid protective, water/fire proof and various of fashion cartoon 

designs.In this meantime, we have update many details like zipper puller, handle 

reinforcment, padded shape and so on. 



This series made for nursery school orlower grade kids that body height not exceed 120cm, which with large openning, attractive 

designs and cute size. Boys and girls different selections: Item number RSB-1-1;RSB-1-2;RSB-1-3/RSB-1-4;RSB-1-5;RSB-1-6

RSB-1-6



RSB-2-1

L a r g e  c a p c i t y

F a s h i o n  s t a r s k y

H i g h e r  g r a d e 

Max600 gram weight
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RSB-2-1

Much large thanA4 

books;large capcity

 Make the shoulder strap 

more wider make it more 

relax when loading.

The 3D shaped sponge 

back pad make it more 

confortable and children 

protetive

Size Extra wide strap 3D shaped sponge



RSB-5-3
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180 degree large openning

EVA wather proof+shiny pannel 

 1 to 3 grade size+ 3 to 6 grade size



RSB-5-3

4 colors options 

and 2 sizes ;



Horizontal version
Kid spine care horizontal design for children low grade light 

weight and water proof; 



RSB-7-4 



High Grade
This version shool bag is for high grade children which suggest 

body height 120cm above,grade 3 to grade 6. with lid large 

openning, big capcity and vairous of cartoon design options.



RSB-6 USD4.95

All the designs with a pen bag by the same color serie with the backpack. conception in order to relax the shoulders, 

smooth zipppers, reasoneable book collection and eco-friendly material application with reflective borders. 



Color constract verision

This verision is more suitable for grade above 3 or senior school 

student.There is no cartoon printing but the material by 

different color series in order to make it simply constract with 

a logo. Also this section with pen bag; 



RSB-3-1

1 2 3

dark and light material 

applicatoin and long 

zipper puller

more larger than the pad 

size and with front 

collection pocket

long and wide shoulder 

straps and back padded

side view front view back view



Repeat Patterns
This section shool bag for senior school student with cute repeat 

patterns and large capcity, also long wide strap to wear it more 

relax and easily.



RSB-4-1
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4 COLORS OPTIONS;

LARGE CAPCITY

CUTE AND RELAX DESIGN



Horizontal version

This is another horizontal version for primary school which 

student height 110 to 140cm. with more color options and 

customized logo available.Brtish sound

RSB-12-1



RBS-12-2

The feature for this item: Breathable back paded, water proof material application and reflective stripes;



Gradient schoolbag

This item with a regular shoolbag shaped but gradient and 

waterproof main material, breathable padded different color+size 

options. kid spine protetive. 



RBS-13-3

There are 4 color options, 

and each color we have 2 

sizes choice, which could 

cover both jounior student 

and senior students.Total 

weight less than 650gram 

each bag.Water+ fire proof 



RBS-11-2
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LIGHT WEIGHT

MULTI FUNCTHION

MORE THAN 16L LARGE CAPCITY



regular openning but could be more books put inside.  

When filled

wider the should strap and 2 sides zipper closure with rubber 

puller.  

side bottle pocket

RBS-11-3



Space Schoolbag
This school bag made by unique construction, with large openning 

could be 180 degree unfolded the openning. Multi inside function 

and outside out space or unicorn designs popular for children. 



Contracted white

Outside water resistence material, reflective stripes and large openning with multi functions.

RBS-16-1



RBS-10-2

little and cute, Left lady model: Hanhan, 8 years old, 125cm and 22.5 kgs weight.

Tiger year 2022 cartoon school bag with unicorm 

deisgns for low grade kid. 6 color options standard 

size.



Kid outside
This kid backpack suit for children go to school or short trips, 

cute and leisure sound. weight only 170 gram



RBS-15-1

4 versions



Rainbow 
Special rainbow student bag only by pink and purple colors and 2 

sizes, no matter girl or boys. 4 different compartments large 

capcity.



RBS-14-6

Reinforced straps, front pockets and side pockets, top handles and doulbe zipper closure different sides.

RBS-8-2



To be continued
Thanks for checking.For more interesting and novel items could 

checked by rebag homepage wwww.rebag.cn please contact the 

mail:info@rebag.cn

BAG
more than manufacturer


